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Abstract. The paper focuses on batch control of granular materials in
production of building materials from fluorine anhydrite. Batching
equipment is intended for smooth operation and timely feeding of supply
hoppers at a required level. Level sensors and a controller of an
asynchronous screw drive motor are used to control filling of the hopper
with industrial anhydrite binders. The controller generates a required
frequency and ensures required productivity of a feed conveyor. Mamdanitype fuzzy inference is proposed for controlling the speed of the screw that
feeds mixture components. As related to production of building materials
based on fluoride anhydrite, this method is used for the first time. A fuzzy
controller is proven to be effective in controlling the filling level of the
supply hopper. In addition, the authors determined optimal parameters of
the batching process to ensure smooth operation and production of fluorine
anhydrite materials of specified properties that can compete with gypsumbased products.

Introduction
To ensure the smooth production of building products based on fluorine anhydrite, it is
necessary to monitor continuous filling of supply hoppers with a raw material — industrial
anhydrite binder. This is essential for timely batching at a specified, carefully adjusted ratio
of initial components and, therefore, production of anhydrite-based building products with
required strength and waterproof characteristics. Industrial anhydrite binder is produced
from fluorine anhydrite, a waste product of chemical industry, which can replace natural
gypsum in the traditional building materials industry [1–7].
Batch control of granular materials with a fuzzy controller is proposed for production
based on fluorine anhydrite. This solution can be used under conditions of incomplete
information where smoother switching with more accurate timing is required. Therefore,
the aim of our study is to analyze the possibility of using a controller based on principles of
fuzzy logic to maintain a required level of industrial anhydrite binder in a supply hopper.
Fuzzy controllers based on fuzzy inference systems [8, 9] are able to produce control
actions, just like a human operator who makes decisions and controls stages of the
production process. Researchers proposed different applications of the fuzzy controller in
production processes, for example, maintaining constant temperature, water level in a tank,
etc. [10–12]. For the first time, the fuzzy controller is proposed for the production of
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building materials based on fluorine anhydrite. It can be used as an element of the
automatic level control system that controls filling of supply hoppers with industrial
anhydrite binder.

Research Methods
Different studies and system modeling in the field of artificial intelligence are often
founded on principles of fuzzy logic and the fuzzy-set theory. Fuzzy control processes are
modeled mostly in the popular MATLAB environment using a special Fuzzy Logic
Toolbox package [13–14].
Fuzzy inference processes are modeled on the basis of an if-then rule base and
membership functions of linguistic terms.
Modeling can be performed under the following conditions:
- there is at least one rule for the relevant linguistic terms of the output variable;
- any term of the input variable contains at least one rule, in which it is a premise.
This paper considers fuzzy inference based on the Mamdani mechanism, the most
common inference approach in fuzzy systems.
A supply hopper is used as a fuzzy controlled element.

Construction of the Fuzzy Controller
A frequency converter of the signal transmitted to the screw drive motor is used as a
controlling element in the supply hopper. A controller of the asynchronous screw drive
motor is designed to monitor filling of the hopper with industrial anhydrite binder. The
controller generates a required frequency, thereby ensuring required productivity of the
feed conveyor.
Relying on the accumulated experience of studying production processes based on
fluorine anhydrite and our own studies [15–18], we have established that levels of the
supply hopper depend on its productivity for fluorine anhydrite (G), while the normal level
of the supply hopper, Levelnorm, is G х 8 hours + 0.5 hours of margin; the maximum level,
Levelmax, is G х 8 + 1.0 х G = 9 х G; the minimum level, Levelmin, is 1.0 х G.
The knowledge base of the fuzzy controller includes the following rules:
1. If the level of industrial anhydrite binder in the supply hopper is below the minimum,
the controller of the asynchronous screw drive motor generates 60 Hz (the maximum
productivity of the feed conveyor is 100%);
2. If the level of industrial anhydrite binder in the supply hopper is above the minimum
but below the normal level, the controller generates 54 Hz (the productivity of the feed
conveyor is 90%);
3. If the level of industrial anhydrite binder in the supply hopper is normal, the
controller generates 30 Hz (the productivity of the feed conveyor is 50 %);
4. If the level of industrial anhydrite binder in the supply hopper is above the normal
level but below the maximum, the controller generates 6 Hz (the productivity of the feed
conveyor is 10 %);
5. If the level of industrial anhydrite binder in the supply hopper achieves the critical
level but is still below the maximum, the controller generates 0 Hz (the productivity of the
feed conveyor is 0 %);
We take 8.5xG as the normal level; 9xG as the maximum level, and 1.0xG as the
minimum level, where G is the productivity of the feed conveyor. Consumption of
industrial anhydrite is assumed to be constant.
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We choose frequency and productivity as input variables of the fuzzy inference system,
and the fuzzy linguistic variable “level” as an output variable.
The range of input variables (Range and Display Range) is from 1 Hz to 60 Hz for the
variable “frequency” and from 1% to 100% for the variable “productivity”.
Figure 1 shows a membership function editor after making changes for the input
frequency variable. A membership function editor for the input variable “productivity” has
the similar form.

Fig. 1. Membership functions of the input signal “frequency”.

We also change the names of terms for the output variable “level”. Then we choose a
membership function of triangular type. We take values [0 0.02644 1] for the term
“productivity”; [1 3.75 8.3] for the term “min”; [8.3 8.4 8.5] for the term “norm”, [8.3 8.5
9.33] for the term “more min”; and [8.6 8.82 8.9] for the term “more norm”. The
membership function editor after making changes for the output variable “level” is shown
in Figure 2.
The fuzzy inference rules for the fuzzy system under development are generated in the
rule editor of the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox package.
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Fig. 2. Membership functions of the output signal “level”.

Figure 3 presents a window of the rule viewer, which shows that average values from
the allowable range (values [30 50] in the Input field) are proposed as default values for the
input variables. This means that the controller produces 30% when the productivity of the
feed conveyor is 50%. These values of the input variables correspond to 8.52xG level of the
supply hopper, which is the normal filling level of the hopper. Therefore, the model is valid
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Interface of the software.
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Results
The logical inference algorithm usually consists of the following stages: fuzzification,
fuzzy inference, composition and defuzzification (Figure 4).

Fig. 4. Fuzzy logic inference system.

Fuzzification is conversion of x values into fuzzy format. Defuzzification is a procedure
reverse to fuzzification.
Each fuzzy inference algorithm has its own set of logical operations and rules, as well as
its own type of defuzzification method. Fuzzy inference models of Sugeno, Tsukamoto,
Larsen and Mamdani are known.
Functioning of fuzzy logic systems is based on a single principle: readings from
measuring devices are fuzzificated, processed, defuzzificated and transmitted to actuators in
the form of usual signals.
This paper considers a fuzzy inference based on the Mamdani mechanism. The feature
of this mechanism is that the minimax composition of fuzzy sets is used in modeling.
For final analysis of the developed fuzzy model, we constructed a fuzzy inference
surface using a fuzzy inference surface viewer (Fig. 5). This viewer allows us to analyze the
adequacy of the constructed fuzzy model and to assess how a change in one of the input
linguistic variables affects the output variable. As can be seen from the figure, the response
surface is adequate and sensitive to input effects.

Fig. 5. Interface of the fuzzy inference surface viewer for the developed fuzzy model.
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Thus, it is possible to determine optimal parameters of production processes in the
building materials industry through modeling of the fuzzy controller, without additional
laboratory tests and experiments.

Conclusion
Thus, it was found that the proposed modeling of the fuzzy controller could be successfully
applied by producers of building materials from fluorine anhydrite waste. Based on chosen
input linguistic parameters, frequency and productivity, we created rules to generate a fuzzy
linguistic variable “level”, and determined their values and relationships. Using these
results, we tried out control actions to control the required filling level of the supply hopper
at an existing production facility where fluorine anhydrite was used.
This approach minimizes the so-called “human factor” when making decisions about
batching of industrial anhydrite binder, reduces the time of production operations and,
therefore, contributes to bringing an enterprise to a new, modern level where it can compete
with enterprises that use natural gypsum.
It is reasonable to further increase the accuracy of filling and batching control in relation
to industrial anhydrite binder by improving the fuzzy inference rule base. The calculations
performed in this study suggest that this kind of modeling is applicable to other stages of
production based on fluorine anhydrite, such as batching of initial components of the
building fluorine anhydrite mixture — ash and slag waste, water and improvers.
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